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Overview 
 

Qlik Alerting is an intelligent alerting platform for Qlik Sense, providing 

sophisticated, data-driven alerts that help you more proactively monitor your 

business and take timely action. The mobile app allows existing Qlik Alerting 

customers to deliver data alerts to users in a secure manner on mobile devices. 

For more information on Qlik Sense and Qlik Alerting, please visit Qlik.com. 

What’s new in Qlik Alerting June 2020 
 

New features in June 2020 (Server Version 2020.03.03) 

 Introduced an integrated licensing model that applies licensing attributes and user access rights from 

the user’s Qlik Sense license status. 

 Named professional users in Qlik Sense, or equivalents in other licensing models, can now share 

alert records with other users. 

 Extended security configuration options for web access, such as TLS and extended security headers, 

and extended external database connection settings. 

 Improved user interface layouts and flows for creating and editing alerts, for  assigning  users to 

privileges or groups and for selecting users as alert recipients. 

For detailed information about functionality and deployment, please refer to the Qlik Alerting online help. 

Important: This version of Qlik Alerting requires an updated Qlik Sense license, which includes the Qlik 

Alerting license attribute. Information on how to validate the Qlik Alerting attribute is available in the 

QlikAlerting online help 

Compatibility 
 

For a detailed and updated list of supported mobile operating systems, devices, and compatibility with Qlik 

Sense Enterprise, please refer to Qlik Sense system requirements and supported browsers on help.qlik.com. 

System requirements for Qlik Sense 

Supported browsers 

See the Qlik Sense Enterprise release notes for bug fixes, limitations, and other issues for Qlik Sense 

Enterprise. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This document covers 
the following releases: 

Qlik Alerting June 2020 

Initial release 

Release: June 10, 2020 

– Server version 2020.03.03 

 

https://help.qlik.com/en-US/alerting/June2020/Content/QlikAlerting/Home.htm
https://help.qlik.com/en-US/alerting/June2020/Content/QlikAlerting/install-configure.htm
https://help.qlik.com/en-US/sense-admin/June2020/Subsystems/DeployAdministerQSE/Content/Sense_DeployAdminister/Common/system-requirements.htm
https://help.qlik.com/en-US/sense-admin/June2020/Subsystems/DeployAdministerQSE/Content/Sense_DeployAdminister/Common/supported-browsers.htm
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Resolved issues 
 

Qlik Alerting comes with fixes for the issues described below.  

Qlik Alerting June 2020  

General 

The Qlik Sense Extension is not supported in IE 

Jira issue ID: QIAB-134 

Description: The Qlik Sense extension that is released in April 2020 is not supported with the Internet Explorer 

browser. Chrome, Safari, and Firefox are supported and tested. We will be reviewing this for the June 2020 

release. 

 

The Communication between the Web UI and Gateway service holds a plain text password 

Jira issue ID: QIAB-200 

Description: The password from the web user interface to the gateway service can be seen in plain text in the 

browser. This can be an issue for organizations that are allowing an HTTP connection. An organization using 

an HTTPS connection to Qlik Alerting will not face an issue as this communication is already secured. 

 

Web User Interface 

Scan since and scan until times are operating in Unix time not server time 

Jira issue ID: QIAB-183 

Description: The scan since and scan until functionality is hard to use because the time zone is not the same 

as for the other time fields. We intend to bring a time zone feature into the scheduling area in a later release of 

Qlik Alerting - so this will be resolved cleanly. 

 

Schedule interval times can be reset when an alert is edited 

Jira issue ID: QIAB-219 

Description: There is an issue when an alert is edited that may cause the interval time for an alert to be 

updated incorrectly. For example, set an alert with an interval of 30 minutes and it will save and behave 

correctly. However, if you edit the alert, the UI will incorrectly assign a 1 to the hour input. This value is saved 

and the interval time will be calculated incorrectly. The workaround is to ensure that you reset the schedule 

each time you edit. 

 

Mobile browser support for Qlik Alerting Web UI 

Jira issue ID: QIAB-226 

Description: The Qlik Alerting web user interface requires further enhancements to work nicely on a mobile 

(small screen) interface. Certain dropdown selections and tables may be hard to use in small screen mode in 

the April 2020 release. 

 

 

Email Messenger 

Condition preview sort order is not always correct 
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Jira issue ID: QIAB-213 

Description: The create alert sort order in the web user interface is not always applied correctly. The triggered 

notifications to users show the correct sort order. 

 

 

Known issues and limitations 
 

The following issues and limitations were identified at release time. The list is not comprehensive butincludes 

all known major issues and limitations. 

General 

 There are some instances where special characters in the virtual proxy prefix for Qlik Sense are not 

recognized. For example, the test data d/e/v for a virtual proxy prefix is not supported. 

 When an alert, which is linked to a Qlik Sense application, is shared with a user who does not have 

access to the application, the accept link in the email results in an error message . The record is created 

and displayed in the user’s list of alerts. However, it will not trigger because it cannot connect to the 

application with that user’s credentials.  

 

Web user interface 

 The mobile app does not currently switch to landscape mode when the device is turned horizontally.  

 Datetime fields are presenting differently in different browsers. This is the default behavior of the browser, 

but it might be difficult for a user to understand. For example, the format is YYYY-MM-DDTHH:MI:SS in 

Safari. 

 In some browsers, the the  table is not refreshed when an alert is duplicated. You can refresh the browser 

and the new record with be shown with (copy) next to it. 

 

Qlik Alerting Mobile app 

 There seem to be some scenarios where the deep links to Qlik Sense mobile (QSM) or to the browser 

(where QSM is not installed) do not work fully. This could for example, be caused by special characters in 

the dimension name. 

 The mobile app deep links to Qlik Sense Mobile do not work correctly on the iPad Pro iOS. 

 When a user signs in and out of different Qlik Alerting instances with the mobile device, they might need 

to close the app before signing in to the second Qlik Alerting server.  
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About Qlik 

Qlik is on a mission to create a data-literate world, where everyone can use data to solve their 

most challenging problems. Only Qlik’s end-to-end data management and analytics platform 

brings together all of an organization’s data from any source, enabling people at any skill level 

to use their curiosity to uncover new insights. Companies use Qlik to see more deeply into 

customer behavior, reinvent business processes, discover new revenue streams, and balance 

risk and reward. Qlik does business in more than 100 countries and serves over 48,000 

customers around the world. 

qlik.com 


